Skincare

Scientist

Macrene Alexiades-Armenakas,
MD, PhD, juggles multiple roles
as a dermatologist, researcher,
entrepreneur, wife and mother.
By Maryann Hammers
Photography by Jeffrey Prehn

AS A THREE-YEAR-OLD, Macrene Alexiades-Armenakas
already seemed destined to a life of scientific research. Her
parents discovered the toddler in the yard, using toothpicks
to map the circuitous path taken by a line of ants as they
marched to and from their food source.
As a young girl, she entered sophisticated science projects
and won prizes at science fairs. By the time she was 12, she
was studying genetics and raising—to her parent’s dismay—
research mice in the basement of her family’s home. She
skipped a few grades along the way, enrolled at Harvard
University at age 16 and began working in the labs.
When it came time to decide on a career, the gifted
young student was torn between research and medicine.
“My brothers are doctors, so I saw the value of helping
people,” she says. “But I also wanted to be an scientist.”

She eventually chose both, earning an MD from
Harvard Medical School and a PhD in genetics from
Harvard University.
Today, Dr. Alexiades-Armenakas—or Dr. Macrene, as
she is better known to her patients—runs a Park Avenue
dermatology practice in New York City that serves a
long list of celebrity and high-profile clients. She has her
own upscale skincare line, sold at Neiman Marcus and
Bloomingdales. She conducts laser studies and clinical
research out of her own lab. She’s a wife and mother of two
tweens. And once a year, Dr. Macrene travels to Greece
with her family, where she demonstrates laser procedures
and sees patients, pro bono, at a dermatology hospital in
Athens. “I love science, I love medicine, and I continue to
do both. I love my work,” she says.
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But when she considered
the benefits, she realized that a
specialty practice was a good fit
for her. She was drawn to the
artistic nature of dermatology—in
her younger years, Dr. Macrene
flirted with the idea of becoming
a professional painter or sculptor,
but her mother put her foot
down at the thought of her bright
and talented daughter living as
a starving artist. The cosmetic
emphasis of dermatology would
let her express her creative side.
She could continue to work as
a researcher. And on a personal
level, she’d be able to create her
own work schedule, allowing
flexibility to raise her children
without a nanny.
In making her decision, she
remembered what her Harvard
Medical School mentor and
professor Dan Goodenough,
PhD, once told her: “Life is fractal.
You may close one door, but that
doesn’t mean you are shutting out
options. You will open and walk
through a new door, and a whole
new world of opportunities awaits.”
That has certainly turned out to
be true for Dr. Macrene.

A DAY IN THE LIFE
“I created my own universe,” says
Dr. Macrene, who rises at 5am
to see her husband out the door,
prepare breakfast for her kids—a
daughter, age 14, and son, 11—
before getting them off to school.
She then walks to her office,
arriving at 8:30am.
Dr. Alexiades-Armenakas’ Park Avenue practice serves a bevy of high-profile patients.

“DERMATOLOGY!?”
Though she always knew that her
career path would take her to
the medical sciences, a dermatology specialty was not part of her
original plan. Her two brothers
and her husband are surgeons, so
she supposed that she, too, would
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enter a surgical specialty. She
could see herself as a neurosurgeon perhaps, or maybe a plastic
surgeon or general surgeon.
Then her husband mentioned
dermatology. “Dermatology!?”
she exclaimed, incredulous at
the suggestion.

She describes her dermatology
practice as a “nice mix” of equal
parts cosmetic and medical
procedures. “I do skin checks,
excisions, Botox, fillers, laser
procedures and leg vein work,”
she says. “The other day I felt like I
did skin checks all day and a ton of
biopsies. On other days, it seems
like all I do is Botox.”

Combining research and private practice allows Dr. Alexiades-Armenakas to provide cutting-edge dermatologic care.

“Most lab researchers become
divorced from the actual application.”
She admits to micro-managing
her small staff, but makes no
apologies. “That means my
patients get the best possible
care,” she says. “My nurse, who
does double duty as an office
manager, has worked with me for
more than a decade. My physician
assistant, who has been trained to
perform a few select, low-risk laser
procedures, has been here since
2006.” More recently, a medical
technician who is studying to be a
nurse joined the team.
But while Dr. Macrene seems
to have her career and her
dermatology practice literally
“down to a science,” there is
one element that she can neither
predict nor control: “Patient care
has been an interesting learning

experience,” she says. “I come
from a science background, where
nothing is subjective. There is
no grey zone. Personality and
emotion never get in the way in
science,” she says. “But medicine
just isn’t that way because you are
dealing with the psychodynamics
of different kinds of people. That’s
why medicine is an art—and so
different from science.”

FROM BENCH TO
BEDSIDE
Ever the scientist, Dr. Macrene
has incorporated research studies
in her practice. “I block out Friday
and Monday for research on lasers
and antiaging molecules,” she says.
“I’m studying a dozen or more
new devices right now.”

As a dermatologist-scientist,
she integrates her findings into
patient care, and also brings
medical knowledge into her
studies. There’s a term for the
merging of research and clinical
practice: “from the bench to the
bedside”—which is what Dr.
Macrene literally does.
“Most lab researchers become
divorced from the actual
application,” she says. “But my
research directly affects my patient
care. For example, as I develop
protocols for a laser procedure, if
I discover something that greatly
enhances efficacy, that will impact
how I treat my patients even
before it has been generated as a
white paper.”
Similarly, Dr. Macrene’s patients’
help determine what sorts of
studies she does. “I know the
problems that need to be solved—
skin cancer, acne, and other
conditions for which we don’t have
good treatments and products. I
see what works and what doesn’t.
The only way to know that is by
observing, following up and taking
care of people.”

ONE MORE HAT:
ENTREPRENEUR
By listening to her patients, Dr.
Macrene learned that many
skincare products don’t deliver
the promised results. “My patients
were always asking me for product
recommendations. But to get
the maximum benefit and all the
desired ingredients, they had
to use five or six products—a
day cream, a night cream, eye
creams, toners. And many of these
products also contained parabens
or other toxic ingredients.”
Her studies also showed that,
once opened, after a few months
of sitting on a shelf, most products
lose effectiveness. “The only
active ingredient remaining is
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preservative,” she says. “I saw there
was a need for one cream that
included all the best antiaging, antiwrinkling, moisturizing ingredients
in one pot, so one product replaces
layers of products—without any of
the bad stuff.”
So she put on her scientists’
hat once again and formulated
37 Extreme Actives, an antiaging
skin cream that contains 50 active,
plant-derived ingredients. But
formulating the product wasn’t
enough. The next step was to get
it manufactured and marketed, so
Dr. Macrene took on yet another
role: businesswoman.
“I wear every single hat,” she
says. “I created the product. I
named it. I created its packaging.
I found the manufacturing lab. I
manage the PR company. I found
the warehouse. I even found the
jar caps and cello-wrap cartons.
I submitted the trademark and
patent. There was so much work
involved and I oversaw or did
every iota of it,” she says.
One of her most exciting recent
discoveries came about when
she did studies combining laser
treatments with her own skin
cream. “We can push the skin
cream’s active ingredients deeper
into the tissue by using fractional
resurfacing laser technology,” Dr.
Macrene says. She conducted
a study comparing two sides of
the face—one side with a laser
treatment alone, the other side
combined laser with the skin
cream—which showed a dramatic
difference between the skin cream
and the non-skin cream side. “We
need to do more experiments, but
this is the future,” she says.

JUGGLING MULTIPLE
ROLES
As Dr. Macrene talks about her
various projects and products—
not to mention patient care—one
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Dr. Alexiades-Armenakas has become one of the leading researchers in aesthetic lasers.

“When I have five or six balls in the
air, I’m happier, more intellectually
challenged and fulfilled.”
has to wonder how she fits it all
in. “I’ve always worked best when
I have more balls to juggle,” she
says. “I thrive on that. When I
have five or six balls in the air,
I’m happier, more intellectually
challenged and fulfilled.”
There’s a Greek word—
“arête”—that sums up how she
tries to live her life, professionally
and personally. “It means virtuous
excellence,” she explains. When
she follows that guiding principle,
everything else just naturally
comes together.
And that’s the advice she gives

anyone just starting their career.
“Don’t pay attention to what
everyone else is doing. Do you
what you enjoy; do what you are
good at. Then do your best.
“Doing the best I possibly can is
far more important that strategizing,
marketing or practice-building,”
says Dr. Macrene. “If I do what is
in my patients’ best interests, then
everything else follows.”
Maryann Hammers is a
freelance writer and editor
specializing in the medical, beauty
and spa industries.
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